
SEGA presents:

Thor™: God of Thunder 



PRODUCT
DESCRIPTION

Thor: God of Thunder takes
players  through  a
spectacular,  epic-scale
original  third-person
adventure for which Eisner
Award-winning  writer  and
lead  Thor comic  book
author  Matt  Fraction
served as story consultant.
In  the  game,  Thor  battles
through  numerous  worlds
of  Norse  mythology  to
overcome  monstrous  foes
lifted from the pages of the
comics including Ulik, Ymir,
and Surtur in conflicts that
span  realms  ranging  from
primal  worlds  of  fire  and
ice to extraordinary planets
inhabited  by  Frost  Giants,
Trolls, and other monstrous
denizens. Players will wield
the  iconic  Mjölnir,  Thor’s
legendary hammer, to fight
enemies  on  an  immense
scale  while  controlling  the
elemental storm powers of
lightning,  thunder,  and
wind to vanquish foes.

Each  version  of  the  game
will  be uniquely suited for
its  platform,  with  the
PlayStation 3 and Xbox 360
versions  featuring
cinematic,  third-person
action  gameplay  with
melee  combos,  ranged
hammer  throws,  tide-
turning  elemental  powers,
and an upgrade system to
bolster  Thor’s  powers  as
gamers  progress.  Players
will take on enemies up to
four times as large as Thor,
with  multiple  grappling
points  and  a  variety  of
strategies  for  taking  them
down: go toe-to-toe with a

25 foot tall, 12 ton Ice Troll
for  a  truly  heart-pumping
experience.

The Nintendo Wii game will
feature  the  same
overarching storyline as the
next-gen consoles, but will
also  present  a  different
gaming  experience  by
utilizing  the  Wii  Remote
and  Nunchuk  to  battle
enemies and deliver Thor’s
elemental powers. Thor for
the  Wii  will  also  be
presented  with  a  uniquely
styled comic book look that
it  will  share  with  the  PSP
version,  along  with
exclusive  cinematics,  story
elements, dialog, locations,
and dedicated flight levels.
Nintendo  DS  players  will
experience  a  2D  side-
scrolling  adventure  with
narrative  and  gameplay
unique to the platform.

KEY FEATURES

 Hammer  of
the  Gods:  Feel  the  surging
power  of  a  mythological
Super Hero as you devastate
multiple enemies with melee
combo attacks  and hammer
throws,  utilizing  Thor’s
elemental  storm  powers  of
thunder, lightning and wind

 Epic Enemies:
Take  on  an  array  of  titanic
enemies  dozens  of  feet  tall
weighing over 20 tons using
multiple  strategies  including
grappling,  vaulting,  and
elemental attacks

 Level  Up:
Acquire  new
abilities,

powers,  and
weapon
upgrades  as
Thor  earns
Valor  points
through  his
exploits

 Immortal
Heritage:  Step
into the role  of
the son of Odin,
Asgard’s  divine
ruler,  wielding
the  mighty
hammer Mjolnir
that  gives  you
control  of
elemental
powers

 Multiple
Strengths:
Designed  for
each  video
game  platform,
Thor delivers
cinematic  third-
person epics on
PS3,  Xbox  360,
stylized  action
using  the  Wii
Remote,  and
unique  side-
scrolling
adventures  on
DS

 Original
Storyline: Delve
deeper into the
heroic  tales  of
the  Thor
universe  with
an original story
created
specifically  for
the video game

 Comic  Book
Icon: Brought to
the  Marvel
Universe  by
Stan  Lee  and
penciled  by
noted artist Jack

Kirby,  Thor first
appeared  in
Marvel  Comics
in 1962 and has
since  appeared
in  comics  (solo
and  with  the
Avengers),  TV,
and now in film
and  his  first
video game

PRODUCT
SPECIFICA

TIONS

 Platforms: 
PlayStation 3, 
Xbox 360, Wii, 
DS, 3DS

 Release date:
May 3, 2011

 Genre: Third 
Person Action 
Adventure

 Rating: “T” 
on console, 
E10+ on DS

 Website: 
www.thorvideo
game.com
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